Manifesto – Janelle Haye
With age comes experience and experience teaches wisdom. Within the numerous
years of selfless leadership that I have undergone prior to and during my tenure at Northern
Caribbean University I have gained much experience. This experience has indeed taught
wisdom, along with those garnered from the persons with whom I interact. It is this
experience and wisdom I bring to the table my visions that will propel Northern Caribbean
University forward into greatness.
My tenure in office as Vice President of Finance and Planning would not only see me
impacting current students but students to come as I intend to continue the legacy while
forging and innovative path into the future.
As a third year accounting student I believe that my knowledge in this field qualifies
me to take on the initiative to attain the following goals that will indeed have a positive
impact:
1. Improvement of the United Student Movement’s scholarship and grant program by
developing the International Student Leader Scholarship, increasing the amount
allocated to the Nurses’ Scholarship and Grant Fund and offering a Practicum
Voucher to Teacher Education students.
2. The formulation of a lasting partnership with a grocery store(s) within the Mandeville
region that would see students benefitting from discounts when purchasing.
3. A revamping of the United Student Movement’s investment portfolio – having the
students’ money can work for them. This will be achieved through fund raising events
that will see the proceeds going towards investment in government bonds and
company stocks.
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4. Providing students with the opportunity to be more entrepreneurial in their thinking
by establishing seminars geared towards their increased knowledge of
entrepreneurship and the world of business.
My dream for this post is not only to continue what is left behind but to innovate so that all
students both present and future will benefit.

